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emmajo.shatto@gmail.com

I'm an enthusiastic designer and creative
strategist. My priority for the next step in my
career is to grow with a company where I have
the opportunity to be challenged and work on
a diverse range of dynamic projects at the
intersection of business, design, and strategy.



MICAMade Marketplace Product Development
At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, I was
tasked with the opportunity to “find a way for MICA
students to sell their artwork virtually." 

Amidst the panic and uncertainty of the pandemic,
I formulated and pitched a cross-divisional project
plan to create an online e-commerce marketplace
platform. The MICAMade Marketplace was an
online e-commerce marketplace for Maryland
Institute College of Art’s (MICA) vibrant and
dynamic community of students, staff, faculty, and
alumni. 

Learn more about the MICAMade Marketplace's
purpose with the MICAMade's cross-divisional
team's presentation at the Association of
Independent Colleges of Art & Design in 2021. 

Click here to view video.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZDB7RJ41LHSOtUoz0WmGA26xyBDima5g/view?usp=share_link


In the Spring of 2020, I began primary and
secondary research on creating and
developing an online e-commerce marketplace
platform. This included industry and market
analysis, competitive analyses, one-on-one
interviews, and focus groups.

MICAMade was a multi-sided platform. It
served two primary groups of users: sellers and
customers. From there, each group was further
segmented. For instance, sellers included
undergraduate & graduate students, staff,
faculty, and alumni. 

Each segmented user group was considered in
developing the platform's technical
functionalities and user guidelines.

MICAMade Marketplace Product Development

Business Model Canvas 



MICAMade Marketplace Product Development
After researching and determining the most cost-effective method for launching an online e-commerce marketplace, our
cross-divisional team launched the pilot of the MICAMade Marketplace. From June-August 2020, 30 undergraduate and five
graduate students participated selling their artwork in tandem with MICA's virtual Commencement exhibition.



MICAMade Marketplace Implementation
During this time, we were researching and meeting with a secondary hosting platform, My Marketplace Builder, where our
platform would have better functionality for both customers and sellers and more opportunities for the college to scale the
platform as it grew. In August 2022, the MICAMade Marketplace launched and welcomed its first 80+ staff, faculty, alumni,
and student sellers to the platform. 

As we launched MICAMade's first pilot
platform using Sharetribe.com as its
hosting platform, I began to set up the
foundation for a consistent and
sustainable feedback loop to continue to
gather users' feedback by utilizing
surveying via monthly newsletters and
one-on-one technical support. 

Following its launch, one of MICAMade's
departmental sponsors, Strategic
Initiatives, absorbed its work and me into
its division. 

Platform Walk-Through



MICAMade Marketplace Marketing
Following the initial creation of the MICAMade
Marketplace, I collaborated with MICA’s Strategic
Communications team to create a comprehensive
marketing plan informed by MICA’s overall brand
vision, in addition to embracing a customer-centric
perspective. 

Over the next two academic years, I designed and
executed marketing initiatives aligned with MICA’s
overall brand identity, positioning, and messaging. This
included developing strategies for gaining new
customers and launching campaigns highlighting the
platform’s artists and sellers throughout the calendar
year.

@micamademarketplace on Instagram



MICAMade Marketplace Marketing
By utilizing monthly reporting and OKRs to evaluate our initiatives and adapt quickly to our user's needs, interests, and
behaviors, I developed and executed social media & email marketing strategies, and print campaigns with interdepartmental
collaboration within MICA.

MICAMade Commencement Newsletter MICAMade Digital Yearbook



MICAMade Marketplace Entrepreneurship Education
When I wasn’t building and marketing the marketplace, I was working one-on-one with small business owners to develop
business strategies related to marketing strategy, brand development, financial planning, and other foundational business
practices. In nurturing my relationships with these businesses, I took on the role of a creative and analytical sounding board
for their ideas and collaborated with them on creating viable solutions. 

small business planning 
brand & marketing development and strategy
online and in-person retail selling
industry & market research
competitive analysis 
and more! 

Additionally, each semester I produced a month-long
professional development series focused on:

Each series included a weekly newsletter and invited
professionals to speak and run workshops with sellers. 

"Market Like a MICAN" Series Banner for Digital Media



MICAMade Marketplace Entrepreneurship Education

"Where Does Your Practice Fit?" Newsletter Workshop/Event Posting for Instagram 



MICAMade Marketplace Events Production & Management
In addition to managing and marketing the online platform, I was responsible for creating and finding additional in-person
opportunities for sellers to participate in Baltimore City. This included creating on-campus pop-ups and working
collaborating with organizations like the American Craft Council and local Baltimore Arts & Entertainment districts. 

MICA Pop-Up in partnership with Baltimore Downtown Partnership  in 2022



MICAMade Marketplace Events Production & Management

MICA at the American Craft Made Baltimore show at the Baltimore Convention Center in 2022



MICA Art Market Events Production & Management
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, I produced, marketed, and managed MICA's annual holiday art market. MICA Art Market
was a four-day event featuring 300+ students, staff, faculty, and alumni artists. The market attracted between 2,000-4,000
customers per day and in 2019 the market grossed $148,000 in revenue. 

MICA Art Market 2019



About Me    
I'm energetic, passionate, and committed to human-centered
design, systems thinking, and informed strategy. I thrive
within a professional and collaborative team where
progression, creativity, and curiosity are valued. 

Strong attention to detail, a creative mindset, and a passion
for problem-solving enable me to work diligently in
researching and managing projects from conception to
execution while nurturing stakeholder and client
relationships. I'm motivated by a desire to build on new ideas
and transform complex problems into innovative and efficient
solutions. 

I value adventure, curiosity, and authenticity in my life.
Outside of #adulting hard as a professional, I garden, rock
climb, do yoga and take long W-A-L-K-S with my silly doggo,
Lexi. 

Click here to view my resume!

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aea2ee1f5-7943-3e7c-9cbf-c53b95a2b968

